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SUMKARY

In this report, prepared by USAFETAC's Operational Appications Development
Section (DNO) in response to a request by the Engineering Meteorology Section
(ECE), readers will find a comprehensive literature review on methods of
design wind analysis. As will be noted in the introduction, meteorologists
and engineers do not agree on a single "best" method for raising winds from
one level to another; each group has its own preference or preferences.

There is no "best" way for presenting data to be used in this type of
investigation. All the studies in this literature review use some type of
"average" windspeed to describe steady state winds and an "average" gust to
describe fluctuations in the steady winds; there is no agreement between
studies, nor is there agreement on how the averages are determined.

Given the limitations of the 1/7 power law as noted in this literature
review: The 1/7 power law appears best in an applications sense, simply
beca-use it is the most convenient method to use. Other methods (such as
boundary-layer similarity theory, power spectral density functions, and the

use of Weibull statistics) used to describe wind speed distributions are much
more cumbersome; as such, they are seldom used. Also, the results of these
types of studies are much more site specific in that it is much more difficult
to make comparisons from one site to another, or from one study to another.
While one method may work well in one investigation, it might fall completely
apart in another. Worse, it could even result in false conclusions when
applied to another situation.
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Introduction:

A physical model of a windstorm may consist of a mean flow and
superimposed fluctuations generated by surface roughness. The shear action of
the surface roughness retards the velocity of the mean flow so that it is
practically zero at the surface and gradually increases with height until

reaching a nearly constant value, the gradient velocity V at the gradient

height Zg (Gould and Abu-Sitta, 1980) K

The simplest form of a periodic fluctuating windspeed is one in which the

amplitude is constant withN respect to time and there is a single frequency
present. Analytically, this can be expressed:

u(t) - sin wt (1)

A more complex variation can be visualized in which the wind speed is a
compound of two constant-amplitude fluctuations of different frequencies.
This would be expressed as:

u(t) - a1 sin wit + a 2 sin w2t (2)

A different form of a deterministic fluctuating wind speed could be

produced if the amplitude varied with time in a known fashion:

u(t) - a(t) sin wt (3)

Where a(t) is a known function of time. The windspeed in the atmosphere
varies in a random fashion, not deterministically, similar to that depicted In
Fig. 1. It is impossible to express this variation quantitatively by an
equation such as eqn. (2), even if the coefficients are functions of time as
in eqn. (3), because the future behavior is unknown and cannot be predicted
(Lawson, 1980).

iP~jl1• .. -

Fig. 1. Random variable

It is convenient to split the time-varying wind speed V(t) into a mean
speed (a) and a fluctuiting (u(t)) part. This is tllu:3trated in Fig. 2 and is
defined by eqn. 4:
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Fig. 2. Separation of windapeed into mean and fluctuating parts

V(t) = + u(t) (4)

The term 'mean' denotes an average over a time interval which for some

variables may tend to a constant as the averaging time increases. In the case

of the windspeed it is conventional to define a mean windspeed as the average

over one hour. There is a good reason for the choice of this value in that

the spectrum of wind turbulence (Fig 3) shows very little energy over the

frequency range 1/1200 Hz to 1/7200 Hz. This is called the "spectral gap",

and means that the hourly average windspeed is a very stable quantity to

calculate between these averaging times.

I 4P IO0WL 5 6 I A 51
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Fig. 3. Spectral density function for windspeed due to Van der Boven

It should also be noted that the texture and roughness of the terrain, as

2.
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well as its surface contours and topography, have a profound effect on the
variation of the mean flow and height of the turbulence generated in the
boundary layer. These features of the wind structure, in turn, have a
significant influence on the structure loads. A structure in open country
outside a city is likely to see substantially higher mean wind loads than one
situated in the center of the city, but a smaller proportion of the gust
loading (Plate, 1982).

Engineers and meteorologists use a variety of ways to express the
variation of wind speed with height. The most popular are the logarithmic
law, the power law, Deacon, s Law and similarity theory in the case of a
diabatic atmosphere. There is no real agreement on which of these methods are
best. According to DeWinkel (1979), it is customary for engineers to rely on
the simple '1/7 power law' for extrapolating windspeed from measurements at
anemometer height (near 8m) to z-values of up to 50m above ground for the
purpose of assessing wind energetics. Meteorologists, on the other hand, tend
to prefer the logarithmic law. The logarithmic wind profile in adiabatic
surface layers is one of the cornerstones of micrometeorology (Tennekees,
1973).

The Power Law

The power is one of the simplest descriptions of flow-speed profiles
above a solid boundary. For many years engineers have preferred to use a
power law for the variation of hourly average windspeed with height. A common
form of the power law is:

U = u1 (z/zI) (5)

Where U is the mean flow velocity at height z and ul, is the velocity at
height zI. For both laboratory and atmospheric studies, the value of p is
approximately 1/7 with adiabatic conditions and small pressure gradients.
It's use follows the original work of von Karman on turbulent boundary layers
in ducts, about which he postulated the "seventh-power law" (Lawson, 1980).
Von Karman's work formed a cornerstone in the education of many engineers, and
as such, the power law is still favored by them.

According to Sisterson et al. (1983), the use of this relationship, while
perhaps appropriate in a climatological sense for daytime wind profiles in the
lower atmosphere, frequently results in serious underestimates of wind speeds
aloft at night. Sutton (1953) showed that eqn. (5) with a value of p*1/7
described atmospheric wind profiles between heights of 1.5m and 122m fairly

well during near-neutral (adiabatic) conditions. However, his data indicated
the value of p decreases with heating from below (unstable conditions) and
increases with surface cooling (stable conditions).

The night-time case of strong surface cooling and thus very stable

3
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atmospheric conditions are of interest because then the value of p seems 
to

deviate most strongly from 1/7. Sisterson arid Frezen (1978) found power law

exponents as large as 0.50 for heights between 30 and 150m, apparently in

a.3sociation with the occurence of nocturnal low-level wind maxima. They found

that these nocturnal low-level jets formed more frequently than had 
been

supposed. The maxima seem to be associated with near-zero wind velocities at

the surface and large vertical gradients above.

According to Sterns and Kuffel (1981), such observations are not
uncommon. Table 1 has been constructed to show that wind maxima are

wide-spread, particularly in the Midwest and Great Plains areas of 
United

States.

Table I. Table of nmoctual. low-level wind investapiion observations found in the literature

"KETHO OF HEIGHT TIME OF SEASONAL PLKIOD OF

INVtSTIGATOR LOCATION INVESTICATION OF MAX MAX DEPENDENCE ObSERVATLON 1

Barad 961) O-Nvll Loeser balloon 250- 0300 L.T. not 6 weeks In

Nebraoka technique 600 * available the tall of

42" N 1953

Slatraun. and Springfield. WHAT system ISO.0 OSUO L.T. not J..Iy-August
SI a"te n Illinoil pilot balloons Jvilsble 197S

S(1978) 40" N July-August
1976

Crawford and Oblaboma 1602 ft. Lower 335 0000- not June 19bb-

Hudbon City. 445 a UiOO L.T. available Pay 197

4O ihoMe
(1970)

Jehn and Dallas. 1400 ft. tover 91- 0300 L. T. obt Ire- bob days in

irie lezas 435 quentz in Janslay 19b1

(1963) 1J" N J-kY (.0) L,..aaber 1902

le..at Ire-
quent III
winter (402)

s d~t ,d W,1i' Sand radar-tiacked 100- 1900- m.,t fre- 1i9-191

Arl e.,o.ttl Misbile balloons 600.a 07U0 L.T. quent in 91 jeta
1471) ange. Mach-Juna oa-ursed on

(17 ) .New Men. a.. ndary 154 ,,,git-
i" N )in Novembar

least In

July-Sept.

laiguhataon K. Iit .- a. sigle tleod.- 300 a Lt,4'u- moat in 115 d.Ya
A[J llt le pill-L U UU .T. Ia ay A!,IA YI

( < ' I, , 1 4 N i, 1. .. a .. , ,.. . . ,, .

secondary
In July

Coualt Fort 14y. single theodo- 5OU a 0500 L.T. moat fie- April 191b

Air%,& lite pilot1 quent 14 inti 3
(i. 4) ^ION balloono winter
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Wind speeds measured during a 4 year period at heights of 6 and 23m have
been analyzed by Moses and Bogner (1967). They found that the best-fitting
values of p have a wide distribution and clear seasonal variation. Daily

medians ranged from 0.14 in winter to more than 0.20 in summer, a difference
of 30%; the annual median is 0.17. Not only is there a wide seasonal
variation of the power-law exponent, but there is also a considerable
deviation between daytime and night-time values of p (Fig. 4) They were able
to conclude that during the day, a 1/7 power law describes wind profiles in
the lowest 23m faily well. At night, however, no single value of the power-
law exponent can accurately describe the wind profiles.

0.4 ;. 2

o ,--.. -

-. -"o..'.
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12 15 18 21 00 03 06 09 12

CST

Fig 4. Median power-law exponent as a function of the

time of day of Feb (F), May (M), Aug (A), and Nov (N)

In a similar study by Sisterson et al. (1983), it was determined that a
simple 1/7 power law cannot accurately describe a complete wind profile,
particularly in stable conditions. Winds estimated at 44.5m by application of
the 1/7 power law to velocities measured at 6m were 15% too low. The ...

corresponding wind power potential (the cube of the wind speed) would be
underestimated by about 45%. For this reason, they concluded that the
unrestricted use of the power law cannot be supported. However, with proper
consideration of the effects of stability and surface roughness, a power law
might be used as a simple estimate of wind power potential and wind shear.

The results of Sisterson et al. do not seem unreasonable when compared
with other studies. Touma (1977) concluded that the 1/7 power law is
generally a good approximation only under neutral conditions. The true power
law relationship is highly variable and is dependent upon stability class at
each site. Table 2 lists the Pasquill stability classes used in the Touma
study which are based on the vertical temperature gradient criteria given in

the National Regulatory Commission (NCR) Regulatory Guide 1.23. The NHC
requires that stibility should be based on dir,',ct mea:sur#ement of temperature
differences between two levels. A summary of the power law exponents,
computed in the Touma study are shown in Table 3. Because of the variable
nature of the power law exponent, it is suggested that a site specific power
law profile be developed and used when it is necessary to extrapolate wind
speed data at another level.

5.
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A - VCr untgable AT < - lU.4 AT < -1.9 lilh"
I b udcraely unsitablc -10.4f A'< -9.3 -1.9 1F; -1.7 . . ..

C - smidt'fy UaSIsble -9, 3 AT < 11 - 1.7 - fA < -1.5

L) - Ncuu14 - 8.2 AI < - 2.7 - 1.5 ' a' < -0.5 Mudcrrtc

k - htlh,I) sble -2. 7 a < M.2 --().S * 11' < 1.5 LOw
F ModJ. gattly Sl~bC h.2~ AT < 22.0 1.5 -6,11 < 4.0
G a Vc(y ,tablc 22.04, ArF 4.0 A T'

Table 2. Pasquill stabilitX ciasseu in terms of vertical differences (T) ,

I

4M ahly NIl&0ilcuii' NlI~1 ,i ,J+Ll kt ,,,sll ' k
4

III,,Ul,.I Iikv.&
1
' "I C K~da+ l,IIi .*iI

I  
thlw +m b

I  
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1a 1973-74 1974 -75 1973-74 1974--75 1973--74 1973-74 1975 -7b 1973-14

A U.10o3 (. U99 0.124 (.0.91 0.104 0.120 0.10 ,9 0.11
a 0.079 0.092 0.145 0.103 0.101 0.1211 o.U , 0.119
C 0.M2 ,.0802 0.152 0.1'2 0,114 ,.126 0.07, U..104
Li 0.115 0.144 U.199 0.172 u. 0.174 U. I lb 0.I14

0k 0..2 0.27h 13 I.2li' (.3l 0. 30 0.261 (.27.
.5850.2 U.3 0.140 0.41 U.46,b U.5tb)2 U.425 0.4

, 0.504 0.417 u.5u6 U.452 0.444 u. 24 U.bIb 0.447

o It lil kulling ollii RuIlhigig kollall Rolling 1ly kl,"

0X1&Waiy ,.ai b.,cd u, a AT ul 10 to 60 i. J
6a nV,,n, t,, hawd ,ui A r a t 10 ,. 94) a.

FM 1/7 powt I.w P- U. 1.-43.

Table, 3. Power law exponents for variou. sites computed

from .,nual average windspeed at two levels

DeMarrIs (I9n) u sed meteorological data from a 125m tower at the

Brookhaven Natio, . Laboratory to determine the power law profile. The power "-

law exponents v-1 L ed from 0.1 to 0.3 daring the day when superadiabattc and

neutral lapse rates prevail and from 0.2 to 0.8 during night-time conditions

when stable and Isothermal conditions exist.

In a 3tudy oG gust variation with height up to 150m, Deacon (1955) showed

the inct-ease of gu:st speeds with height to be markedly less than that of mean

wind 3pol. H four-i triat at t. imes or' occurrence of wind gist max ini the

wind speed is c Oportion-iL to the heigntt rijed to the power 0.085 cand the

corresponding In-tex for mean speed i!3 0.16. Other Atudies on the relationship

of gusts to the steady wind and their' variation with speed, height, stability,

and terrain Include Davis and Newstein (1968), Camp (1968), Fichtl et al.

(1969), Brooks ind Spillane (1970), Peterson and Hennessey (1973), and Lettau

(1979) Howeve.r, although all thes,, stodies are in general agreement about the

nature of the.ie relitioriships, their qui;ntitative results have varied

dtpending on the data arid analyticil methods used.
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The Logarithmic Wind Profile.

The Logarithmic wind profile in adiabatic surface layers Is one of the
cornerstones of micrometeorology. Because the logarithmic law appears to be
Insensitive to the manner of its derivation (Lumely and Panofsky, 1964I), a
great deal of folklore on its accuracy and applicability has become entrenched
in the subject over the forty-odd years since it was derived (Tennekes, 1973).

In the simplest case of neutral boundary layer flow near the surface, the
assumption of constant momentum flux leads to the relation

T To P0=

or (6)5

35 2

where x is the surface stress per unit area, u* is the friction velocity, and
Km Is the eddy viscosity or a diffusivity of momentum. In the surface layer,
the velocity scale is u* and the length scale is z. Then fr'om dimensional
considerations

Km c *Z

or (7)

Km kukz

in which k Is the von Karman's constant. After substituting from eqn. (7)

into eqn. (6), one obtains

*U./kz (8)

which predicts the wind shear to be directly proportional to u (velocity) and
inversely proportional z. This also follows from dimensional arguments if one
assumes that the wind shear ( nu/z ) and other flow characteristics In a
neutral layer depend only on um and z. The integration of eqn. (8) yields.

G/u- 1/k ln(z/z) (9)

which is the well-known lograthmic wind profile. Here z0is introduced as a
constant of integration, and is known as the roughness parameter. In
practice, zo is determined by plotting the measured values of Ui against In z
or log zo, and extrapolating the best-fitted straight line down to the axis
where U=O, the intercept on the ordinate ax t)eng In z or log zo. The
assumptions made in deriving eqn. 9 cannot be justified for z < ho, where h
is the average height of roughness elements (Plate, 1982).

For a very rough surface such as a corn crop, forest, or an urban area,
the most appropriate datum for determining the heights in the boundary layer

7
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is not the ground level, but displaced above by a distance do, called the
zero-plane displacement. Introducing do into eqn. (9), the logarithmic
profile equation becomes

u/u, - 1/k ln[(z'-do)/Z O ] (10)

in which z' is the height measured from the ground surface. In practice, both
z and do are empirically determined from a least-squares fitting of eqn. 10
to the observed wind profiles under neutral stability conditions.

Numerous observations have been made of mean wind profiles in the
atmospheric boundary layer. over a variety of natural and artificial
surfaces. These have been used to verify the logarithmic wind profile law, as
well as for determining the roughness parameters z0 and d as functions of
roughness height ho (see late, 1971). Although zo varies over five orders at
magnitude (from about 10 for smooth water surfaces to several meters for
forests and urban areas), the ratio zo/h falls within a narrow range between
0.03 and 0.25 and increases slowly with ?ncreasing ho . An average value of
z0/ho=0.15 may be used for most natural surfaces. An extensive discussion of
the relationship between z0 and the surface geometry is given by Plate (1982).

Tennekes (1973) explored the practical consequences of the asymtotic
nature of the logarithmic wind profile for neutral, barotrople, atmospheric
boundary layers. He noted that recent developments In boundary layer theory
have shown that the von Karman constant, pegged at 0.4 since the Depression,
is now allowed to float anywhere between 0.33 (Tennekes, 1968; Tennekes and
Lumley, 1972) and 0.40, with a current value of 0.35 over smooth terrain
(Bussinger et al., 1971; Frenzen, 1972). The consequences of this uncertainty
for the determination of stress from wind profiles are evident: in many
experients, the computed wind shear stress may have been some 20% above its
true value, and the inferred surface friction velocity may have been off by as
much as 10%. Tennekes (1973) concluded that the logarithmic law is valid over
a restricted range of heights and that a cautious micrometerologist should not
assume that he can determine u* within 1% from a wind profile; systematic
errors of 5% or more are quite likely. Futhermore, thermal wind,
inhomogeneous or nonstationary boundary conditions, and the presence of a
vertical heat flux all may, or may not, affect the logarithmic slope and other
feature3 of the wind profile in the inertial sublayer.

Tennekes conclusions only echo those of Munn (1966), who noted that
although the logarithmic wind profile is important In wind tunnel studies of
shear flow, it iL not particularly useful in the atmosphere. The lapse rate
is rarely adiabatic and buoyancy forces must be considered.

M,,in - Obukhov Similarity Theory

- The di-batic wind profile:

The most widely used theory for the stratified surface layer is that
proposed by Monin - Obukhov (1954). Their basic hypothesis is that in the
surface layer, mean flow and turbulent characteristios depend only on four

i ." " :'i ' . '. .. . . . . . . .. **.*.. . . ..""- 
' ' '
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independent variables: The height above the surface z, the friction velocity . .

u,, the surface kinematic heat flux Qo, and the buoyancy variable g/To . From z-cu
these variables, one can form only one independent dimensionless group, W l
traditionally defined as the stability 

parameter

s - z/L (11)

where

L- -[u3/k(g/To)Q0 ] (12)

is the buoyancy length scale known as the Monin - Obukhov length after its
originators. Note, the von Karman constant k was introduced in the definition
of L by Obukhov (1946); a length scale defined without k would be preferable
in view of the present controversy or uncertainty in the value of k.

The similarity prediction that follows from the M-O hypothesis is that

any average turbulence characteristic " in the surface layer when normalized

by an appropriate combination or scale fot having dimensions of f, and

formulated from the independent variables z, u*, Q0 9 and g/To, must be a
universal function of z/L only.

That is,

f(z)/f o = F(C) (13)

For diabatic surface layers, M-0 theory states that substitution of

actual height z by a dimensionless height ,

, , T U 3 -'"-'--
= -gkzw T / T*(4)-

(where g - acceleration due to gravity, To = Kelvin temperature of the active
surface, and w'T' is a thermo-kinematic equivalent of the vertical eddy flux

of heat), yields wind shear as a universal function of provided that the
wind shear is made dimensionless as 0(;) where

* - (k/u,)au/a ln4 - (k/u,)au/a lnz (15)

Integration of the shear equation (15) yields the diabatic wind profile for zO
< z < h

ku/u, ln (z/zo ) - ' - ln (c-co) - ' (16)
0 0

where W5

%V zz (1-0) d ln (17)

This approach has been used in studies by Panofsky et al., (1955), Businger

(1959), Oke (1978) and Lettau (1979).

9



Military Applications

Windspeed design goals for military equipment developed for worldwide usage
over land are included in MIL-STD 2108. The goals are: (1) the speed up to

which "operations" are expected to proceed, (2) the speed that equipment
should "withstand" without irreversible damage even though the critical speed
for operations is exceeded. The withstanding capability can be attained

through the basic integrity of the designed equipment or through the use of
auxillary "tie-down" kits (Sissenwine et al., 1973). Note, however, design
wind speeds Implicit in wind loading specifications have been in the past and
are still made on an empirical, largely subjective basis (Simiu and Scanlan,

1978).

Guidance provided by the Special Assistant for Environmental Services-
(SAES) of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) indicates that the speed for
operations will be a value that is exceeded only 1 percent of the time in the
windiest month at the windiest geographical area over which military
operations are conceivable. JCS (SAES) further suggests that for
"withstanding" there should be a family of speeds which have only a 10 percent

probability of being attained in geographical areas subject to strong winds
during an exposure life of 2, 5, 10, or 25 years considered applicable to the
spectr.j of field lives of military equipment (Sissenwine et al., 1973).

The design wind speed at any given station in the contiguous U.S. is
defined by Breckke (1959) as the peak gust at 30 ft above ground recorded at
the station in the period 1944 - 1952. It is assumed that the maximum gust is
equal to 1.3 times the fastest-mile wind. Breckke's definition was adopted In
the Uniform Building Code in 1974. The design wind speeds specified by the
American National Standard ANSI A58.1 (1972) are 50-year fastest miles for

most permanent structures, 100-year fastest miles for structures with an
unusually high degree of hazard to life and property in case of failure, and
25-year fastest miles for structures having no human occupants or where there
is negligible risk to human life.

It is difficult to make comparisons between the 39-year peak gust of

Breckke and the 50-year fastest miles specified by ANSI because of the
inhomogeneity of the data used by Breckke. However, both criteria result is
wind loads that appear to ensure a reasonable degree of structural safety
(Simiu and Scanlan, 1978).

Si:i3senwine et al., in a study of gustiness and variations of wind with
height during strong wind regimes, give a complete discussion of design wind
analysis directed toward military applications. Their analysis, based on
power-law relationships, presented factors for adjusting wind speed to a
common height to dencrite wind speed and gust.s over, the vertical extent of
military usage. Their recommendatlons included: (1) equipment designed for
worldwide surface level deployment must be able to operate when the steady
wind at IOft is 43 knots and gusts are 48 to 62 knots, depending upon the
horizontal dimension of equipment, (2) equipment designed for worldwide
deployment must also be able to "withstand", without irreversible damage,
steady speeds of 119, 140, 156, and 176 knots at a 10ft. height for estimated
durations of exposure of 2, 5, 10, and 25 years respectively.

10
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Conclusions

1) There is not a "best" method for raising winds from one level to
another. Meteorologists prefer the logarithm approach for an
adiabatic atmosphere and similarity theory for a diabatic atmosphere.
Engineers prefer the power-law approach.

2) The power-law method "appears" best in an applications sense,
however, an exponent of p - 1/7 can only be supported under ustable
atmospheric conditions.

3) The value of the power-law exponent deviates most strongly from 1/7
under very stable conditions. In an atmosphere characterized by a
nocturnal inversion and a low-level wind maxima, the value of p can
approach unity.

4) The format of data used in design wind analysis studies varies from
one study to another. An "average" wind speed is used to describe
steady state winds and an "average" gust is used to describe
fluctations; there is no agreement between studies as to how long the
averaging period should be.

5) With respect to military applications, power-law relationships
adequately describe wind speed and gusts in the vertical.

.
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